Abstract: A problem of optimally projecting a wind farm is considered. The criteria are the energy produced by the farm and its costs. The starting option is either financial investments into the farm or a nominally planned energy. The wind speed distribution parameters are uncertain and given as interval estimates. In general, the farm consists of wind turbines having diverse power curves. An algorithm of maximizing the expected energy annually produced by them along with minimizing their costs is developed. If the investments are given, the energy is maximized in order not to outgo them under the uncertain parameters of wind speed distribution. Otherwise, if an annual energy is planned, the farm costs are minimized along with maximizing the produced energy, under the same uncertainty. The uncertainty is removed owing to finding the guaranteed and expected values of the costs and the wind farm power outputs. Depending on the initially given option (investments or an annual planned energy), the optimization efficiency is measured via the respective ratios.
Introduction

Problems of wind energy
Wind power is the most promising direction of energy generation. Wind farm capacities increase nearly exponentially. Offshore wind farms will grow the most further while offshore wind power capacity is expected to reach a total of 75 GW worldwide by 2020, with significant contributions from China and the US. The wind power industry sets new records annually.
Electric power generated from wind power can be highly variable at several different timescales: hourly, daily, or seasonally. Annual variation also exists, but is not so significant. Because instantaneous electrical generation and consumption must remain in balance to maintain grid stability, this variability hinders from incorporating large amounts of wind power into a grid system [2, 5] .
Mostly, a wind farm (WF) is a group of identical wind turbines (WTs) in the same location. A large WF may consist of several hundred WTs and cover an extended area of hundreds of square miles. Thus, another problem is that a WT effectively generates energy in a narrow band of wind speed, whereas wind speed is very volatile even over small areas. Both maintaining grid stability and increasing WF effectiveness are a challenge for wind power improvement [2, 3, 8] .
Background and motivation
Except for a number of WTs, an average wind power capacity strongly depends on wind statistics of an area, whereon a WF of those WTs is projected. Wind speeds in most of the world are modeled using the Weibull distribution [8] : 
where s is the wind speed, b is the shape parameter related to the range of wind speed variations, and a is the scale parameter related to the mean wind speed. This distribution tells us how often winds of different speeds are registered at a location with a certain average (mean) wind speed. Knowing this helps in selecting a WT with a rational cut-in speed (the wind speed, at which the turbine starts to generate usable power) and cut-out speed (the speed, at which the turbine hits the limit of its alternator and does not generate energy with further increases in wind speed), constituting the respective power curve [2, 9, 6] . However, such selection is hardly effective as a typical Weibull distribution of wind statistics is far narrower than the power curve (see Figure 1) , where ( ) w s is a power generated with a WT at the speed s [9, 4] . Indeed, the expected power generated with a WT by non-gusty winds is an integral
Note that the mean of wind speed and its most frequent magnitude are less than the rated-out speed. They are closer only for smaller WTs having smaller blades [2, 8, 6] . Eventually, the product ( ) ( ) , , w s p s b a becomes a pulse-like curve and thus integral (2) does not give a great value that might be anticipated. An ideal case is that when power curve coincides with wind statistics. This is non-achievable in practice. However, some papers suggest that wind statistics may be met by using novel improvements in construction of WTs [6, 7, 10] . In particular, article [7] proposes a novel pitch control method that integrates a non-standard extended Kalman filter-based estimator, where a cascade control structure is developed for the pitch controller receiving the speed reference from a power-speed scheduler. Article [10] introduces a novel dual-rotor WT concept with an auxiliary upwind rotor and a bigger downwind rotor. More in a theoretical sense, article [1] presents a fuzzy duration forecast model for the WT construction project subject to the impact of wind uncertainty. Obviously, such approaches and similar ones require big investments for mass production. So, another optimistic way is to cover the wind statistics with multiple WTs, each of which holds its narrow band of wind speeds [8, 3] . In this way, a WF is projected and built without construction inventions but just with allocating and using WTs optimally. The optimality here is understood as maximization of the expected generated by a WF. In other words, a sum of integrals of type (2) for multiple WTs is to be maximized. However, parameters a and b in those integrals can be confidently estimated only as intervals that makes the wind speed distribution (WSD) uncertainty.
Along with increasing the energy produced by WFs, economical reasonability is another strong factor. WF projects are required not to be very expensive, unless investors will just retreat. Therefore, the expected power generated with the WF turbines should be maximized by simultaneously minimizing costs of the WF. But from the side of investors, it would be very comfortable to give an amount of financial resources which could ensure a close-to-maximum of annual energy produced by the WF. On the other hand, if initially a planned annual energy is given then the costs for achieving this energy should be as minimal as possible. Here, the achievement implies that such energy cannot be produced exactly. Thus, along with the (nominally) planned energy, a minimum of the energy is given. The factually produced energy should not be less than this minimum. These particular problems motivate to develop a whole algorithm of WF energy and costs optimization under the WSD uncertainty.
Goal and tasks for its achievement
As there is no complete model of projecting a WF by the given planned energy and investments, the goal is to develop an algorithm of maximizing the expected produced energy (EPE) on a period of time by minimizing the costs. The WSD uncertainty should be controlled in the sense of guaranteeing the best result. The best result is either a maximized energy or minimized costs. For achieving this goal, the following tasks are to be accomplished:
1. To denote and explain generally those values, variables, notions, conventions, and abbreviations that will be used.
2.
To state a problem of maximizing EPE by a given amount of financial resources under interval estimates of a and b .
3. To state a problem of minimizing costs in order to achieve a planned annual energy under interval estimates of a and b .
4. To unite those two problems into a single one, and describe a method of solving it algorithmically.
5. To exemplify the method in real WTs.
General denotations
Denotations of energy and investments
Let the period of EPE maximization be equal to one year. Then denote the annual nominally planned energy (ANPE) by 0 E , in MWh [2, 5] . While maximizing, magnitude 0 E is unlikely to be achieved exactly, so a minimal ANPE is given. Denote the minimal ANPE by min E . Obviously, EPE denoted by E  cannot be less than the minimal ANPE:
Then a problem is to minimize costs of a WF project along with maximizing EPE under constraint (3). Inequality
is excluded because a surplus energy must be subsequently utilized, sold, or stored, that is not always easy and it takes costs as well.
An amount of financial resources 0
C , that could be called the initial farm investments (IFIs) into a WF project, cannot be given simultaneously with 0 E and min E because then both energy maximization and cost minimization may probably fail. A subgoal here is to spend no more than 0 C along with maximizing the EPE. Now, it is not about to minimize the costs but to most efficiently use the invested resources.
A configuration of WF by types of its WTs
Theoretically, a WF may consist of a single WT. If a WF consist of multiple WTs, their types may be various depending on which ANPE or IFIs are given and what wind statistics of the area are. Let T be a number of different types of WTs, where T ∈ . A formal case 1 T = cannot be excluded as a WF consisting of identical WTs (ITWF) may perform theoretically better than a WF consisting of at least two different WTs (DTWF). A total number of WTs, which configure either an ITWF or a DTWF, depends on only which ANPE or IFIs are given.
A way of how a WF is physically configured, that is what distances between WTs and their positioning are, is implied by default to be close to a perfect one. The physical configuration of WFs does really influence on their performance, but WTs are positioned in their optimal way independently of optimizing EPE and costs (or efficiency of the invested resources). An optimal positioning of WTs is done only after the optimization is accomplished, because only then the number of WTs and their types are known.
Expected powers of ITWF and DTWF
Let ( ) , w t s be a power generated with WT of type t at speed s . It is the WT power curve. Then, given wind statistics by its parameters a and b for distribution (1), the expected power output (EPO) produced by this WT is
If an ITWF consists of ( )
and Q∈ , then EPO of the ITWF is
In general, a DTWF is of K different types of the WT, where
. Each WT type can be positioned/installed its own number of times (this is a number of sites/places where WTs of this type are installed). Let a subset of those types be { } { }
It is clear that for an ITWF, when 1 K = , EPO (6) becomes EPO (5). Thus, sum (6) is a general statement for calculating EPO.
Transfer from ANPE and EPE to EPO
As EPO (6) 
For transferring back from an EPO to the corresponding EPE, we will just multiply sum (6) by 8766. 
Costs for buying and installing the WT
and
is the condition of admissible costs for a DTWF. Clearly, the admissibility is determined by IFIs.
Maximization of EPE by IFIs
EPO maximum at fixed a and b
Assume that point estimates for parameters a and b are known (fixed). Then a problem of maximizing EPE by a given 0 C is equivalent to finding
and determining those numbers
at which maximal EPO (11) is achieved, where condition
should not be broken. Those integers are stored for every couple a and b , so denote them by
Here the task of minimizing the WF costs is not formulated explicitly. It just means that we must spend no more than amount 0 C . 
The guaranteed EPO maximum
is the guaranteed EPO maximum. It implies that we will obtain EPO at least equal to (14 
An expected maximum of EPO
Our assumption will be valid if those intervals are relatively narrow. In practice, the intervals are taken as finite subsets covering the infinite sets uniformly: 
Owing to (16) and (17), by the trapezoid rule we have the following approximations:
( ) 
It depends on the wind statistics of the selected area which of two EPO maxima to choose. Guaranteed EPO maximum (19) must be chosen for a case of poor statistics. Otherwise, expected maximum of EPO (18) is chosen when the wind statistics are sufficient to make pretty-narrowinterval estimations of shape and scale parameters of the WSD.
The best configuration of WF by IFIs
We have two versions of the point estimation of the EPO maximum: the factual guaranteed maximum by (19) and the expected one by (18). Whichever point estimation of the EPO maximum is chosen, the best WF configuration is selected by a criterion of proximity of the point estimation and values of set
A value of set (21) 
If R = ∅ then it means that the slot between the given ANPE and the minimal ANPE is likely to be too small. The same is concluded if
Then either ANPE must be re-given greater or its minimal value min E must be set lesser. Another option is to correct both of them.
The z -th EPO ( ) (23) is
A question is how to determine the costs that would correspond to EPOs (7). For this, it is natural to assume that the cost distribution is quasilinear. Thus a proportion between the costs and EPO must hold. Hence, the formal costs corresponding to EPO 0 r are ( ) 
The guaranteed minimum of WF costs
The guaranteed minimum of WF costs is factually found as
with finite sets (16) and (17). It means that building a WF will cost us no more than amount resulted from (33).
An expected minimum of WF costs
The real costs in comparison to (33) are expected to be slightly lesser. An expected minimum of WF costs
is estimated similarly to approximation (18). Costs (34) expectedly allow obtaining the best EPO ( ) 
The best configuration of WF by ANPE
The best WF configuration as integers (22) here is selected by a criterion of proximity of the twocomponent point estimation of the best efficient costs-and-EPO and values of set
The two-component point estimation is either 
Integers (22) correspond to a minimal distance by (38).
Algorithm of optimization
Once a decision on what is to be optimized is made, a person responsible for the WF project must learn costs of various WTs. While learning, inequality (8) is considered for really admissible IFIs. On this basis a set of T different WTs is formed. For speeding up the optimization process, we should put some constraints. When 0 C is given, we find integer
where function ( ) The optimization efficiency can be measured via the respective to subroutines #1 and #2 ratios ( )
e E e E < .
Experimental examples
Our experimental studies are carried out with 5 WTs: Enercon E82 E2 (2.3 MW), Gamesa G128-4.5 MW, Nordex N90/2500 (2.5 MW), REpower MM82 (2 MW), Vestas V112-3.0 MW. Their power curves are shown in Figure 1 . Due to lack of reliable cost information, we assume their respective costs (in million euros) as ( ) Table  1 show the results when ANPE is varied from 12,000 to 25,000 MWh with a step 1,000 MWh, and the minimal ANPE is 90 % of ANPE. Figures  4 and 5 along with Table 2 show the results when IFIs are varied from 14 to 22 million euros with a step 1. 
Discussion
Obviously, the results returned by the algorithm are not as exact as the given IFIs or ANPE. Some uncertainty remains in-between the guaranteed and expected values (like in Figures 2 and 4) .
Moreover, the best WF configurations after integers (22) may differ (like in Tables 1 and 2) . However, this is a natural fee of optimizing over rectangle (20).
The guaranteed EPO by a given ANPE can exceed the expected one as these EPOs are derived from simultaneously minimizing costs and distances between EPE and ANPE. Therefore, ratios (44) should not be analyzed separately. The closest couple of the ratios may be preferable but the highest ratios (either guaranteed or expected) are acceptable as well.
The optimization efficiency increases on average as ANPE is increased (see Figure 2) . When IFIs are increased, the efficiency increment exists but it is more unstable (see Figure 4) . Hence, if there is an uncertainty of selecting IFIs, a plot similar to Figure 4 must be drawn for finding the highest ratios (43). In the example, the best decision is to invest 20 million euros. However, investing 16 million euros by the worst case worsens the decision just for 1.4 %.
Conclusions
The developed algorithm allows an efficient distribution of the energy generated by WTs having diverse power curves. The power curve diversity is intentional to fit as ineffectiveness of the single WT against wind statistics, as well as to fit WSD uncertainty. If IFIs are given, the energy generated by a WF is maximized in order not to outgo the IFIs under uncertain parameters of WSD. Otherwise, if ANPE is given, a WF is built optimally in the sense of minimizing the costs of its WTs along with maximizing the produced energy, under the same uncertainty. The uncertainty is removed owing to finding the guaranteed and expected values of the costs and EPOs. Depending on the initially given option (IFIs or ANPE), the optimization efficiency is measured via respective ratios (43) and (44).
No solution can be returned by the algorithm in the cases when ANPE is set poorly. It is seen outright by that set (23) happens to be empty. Such an infeasibility is rectified by widening the slot between the given ANPE and the minimal ANPE. In the other cases, the algorithm allows converging to the best WF configuration, which produces an optimal energy by its optimal costs.
